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Until 2013 all business rates collected by
councils were poured into a national pot
which was then shared out, using a single
formula grant, between local authorities.
Subsequently, in 2013, councils were given
the power to keep up to half the amount
collected. The theory behind this change
was to incentivise them to increase their
income from business rates.

As a starting point business rates potentially
apply to all non-domestic property
although there are exceptions. Among
them, the agricultural exemption, which
can be lost through farm diversification.
Given the financial incentives now enjoyed
by councils it may be expected that closer
scrutiny will be given to non-agricultural
use of farm premises.

Use of land or buildings for industrial
warehousing or retail purposes is relatively
straightforward. Agricultural exemption
will seldom apply. The subletting of a
produce store may attract the exemption
if it is to a farmer but not if it is let to a
produce merchant.

A problem area lies in the seasonal
use for significant events through the
year. Examples include caravan sites,
campsites, maize mazes, sporting use such
as motocross and gymkhanas and music
or steam fairs. A greater risk of a rating
assessment arises where there is regular
non-agricultural use.

Farm-based leisure activities can lead
to ratinggg assessments as there are often

facilities which are non-agricultural. These
may include a gift shop, administrative
office, gate kiosk or play areas.

Once a non-agricultural use has been
established the rateable occupier will have
to be identified along with measurement
of the area being occupied. Where the
non-agricultural occupation is transitory
the rateable occupier may be the occupant
of the farm on which non-agricultural
activity is taking place. Transitory use
could involve up to two months or more of
setting-up time and dismantling. In itself,
this suggests that contracts with occupiers
should recognise potential liability for
business rates. Any rating assessment may,
where appropriate, be backdated and so the
potential liability should not be overlooked.

Diversification has been a mantra often
quoted at farmers and it can greatly
enhance a farming activity. Business rates
are an expense which will seldom detract
from diversification to the extent of making
it unviable. However, this tax should not
be ignored and, given the new incentives
to councils to maximise their income from
business rates, it may be anticipated that
more rating assessments will arise.

Perhaps the most worrying aspect is the
element of backdating that can occur
aligned with the risk that even where it is
not the farmer who has been undertaking
the non-agricultural activities he may
nevertheless be the person found liable for
the tax.
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